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Combines cutting edge technology and traditional craftsmanship to produce an outstanding product to showcase fine art
pieces and backlit photography.
Slim lighting technology which produces an entirely even illumination using patented technology, teamed with rich and
detailed duratrans prints to create flawless images, all encased within a premium slimline fine art frame.
The light source is the Litehouse LED panel which emits a bright, even output of light across the entire surface of the image.
Edge lit with highly efficient LED’s, the light travels from the edges of the panel along laser engraved channels etched into the
optical grade acrylic. This patented technology allows the panel to be brightly illuminated across its entire surface.
The LED’s selected for this product are at 5300k, specifically chosen to work with the Duratrans printing process. The use of LED
technology provides a highly efficient light source with very low power consumption, and a life span of 50000 hours.
We have the ability to produce large format Duratrans to a very exacting high level, meaning superb sharpness, colour
saturation and an overall image quality unobtainable by any other process.
This rich material, when lit from behind, brings an outstanding cinematic dimension to photographic stills.
Art-Lite is available in two ranges. Both our Exhibition or Gallery ranges provide you with a variety of options to showcase your
fine art or photography exactly as you wish.
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EXHIBITION
The Art-Lite exhibition range is a ready made solution providing you with the perfect platform for showcasing fine art or backlit
photography. Coming in a high quality package at four set sizes including the light source, frame and backlit digital print.
The Lite-House LED Panel combined with the backlit digital print, which will be produced by Londons leading photographic
printing company produces an outstandingly rich and detailed image.
The frame can be produced in either a black or white finished with a face dimension of 38mm and a depth of 38mm.

Image Size / mm
508 x 408
508 x 610
508 x 762
762 x 1016

Image Size/ Inch
20 x 16
20 x 24
20 x 30
30 x 40

Trade Price
£355+vat
£425+vat
£495+vat
£695+vat

Price without print
£255+vat
£325+vat
£360+vat
£475+vat

*All prices are subject to a delivery charge
Standard size Art-lite products use an led at 5300k
Electrical properties (standard brightness)
Art-Lite is powered by a transformer that needs to
be plugged into a mains electrical socket.

Lite-house Rotary dimmer
Input voltage: 12vdc
Power consumption: 0.2watts /LED and 13.3 watts/
mtr Electrical Connection: wire size 22 AWG
2.1mm barrel connector (polarity +centre)

A full range of dimming
options are available

GALLERY
The Art-Lite Gallery range provides you with the ultimate bespoke solution for showcasing fine art or backlit photography.
Art-Lite Gallery is fully bespoke to whatever size and finish you desire.
Using the Lite-House LED panel in conjunction with the highest conservation grade materials we have created the perfect high
level customisable solution for your artwork.
The frame is constructed by one of Londons premier fine art framers. With frame construction in either Wood or Aluminium to
exacting standards, the options are limitless. Using the finest materials to ensure that your artwork is both looking its best and
ensuring its long term conservation.
Art-Lite is currently being used
by a number of high profile
artists and photographers to
compliment their work.
Lite-House are in the process
of opening the London ArtLite showroom, if you would
like to arrange a consultation
please contact Peter Sargent
on 07966 392257

